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Higher education evaluation based on

bayesian self organizing neural

network in big data environment

Yanqiu Liang1

Abstract. In order to improve effectiveness of higher education evaluation in big data envi-
ronment, a higher education evaluation method based on Bayesian self-organizing neural network
is presented in this paper. Firstly, a higher education evaluation index system is established. Then
Bayesian self-organizing neural network classifier is able to be established in combination with
index system and example data. And higher education evaluation is performed on the basis of
Bayesian self-organizing neural network classifier. Next, for knowledge, which is improved on the
basis that conventional Bayesian classification algorithm is insufficient and where mutual informa-
tion is applied, characteristics are selected by means of relative credibility so as to delete redundant
attributes in a way that obtains improved Bayesian algorithm and improves algorithm performance.
In the end, effectiveness of the algorithm presented is verified by simulation experiment.
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1. Introduction

Higher education is a bilateral activity between teachers and students to achieve
certain higher education goals through information transmission, process control
and strategy implementation. With a long history, higher education will remain a
major mode of higher education for a long period of time, and also a major way
for students to establish knowledge structure and develop cognitive structure and
personality formation. Higher education quality evaluation can provide targeted
information for the development of more scientific higher education strategies, and
help promote the reform of higher education and improve the quality of higher
education. The three-level index system is used for higher education evaluation. On
the assumption of linear relation between the indexes, the second-level indexes are
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calculated on the basis of the third-level indexes, and level of first-level indexes is
determined by means of the second-level indexes. Such level judgment process is
a matter of hierarchical classification (technology which simulates human’s concept
learning and application). And judgment for higher education quality level based
on classifier does not need assumption of linear relation. Thus, it has advantages
in terms of reliability of evaluation and can explore a new idea of higher education
evaluation.

There are already many well-known classifiers, such as neural networks, support
vector machines, decision trees, and statistical discriminatory analysis and Bayesian
networks. They are widely applied to numerous fields. However, such classifiers often
require massive example data for learning. Example data on higher education are less
generally. And continuous data are not suitable for discretization (discretization will
make massive information lost). Naive Bayesian network (NBN for short) classifier, a
probability classifier most suitable for classification and prediction of small example
set, does not require massive example data for training. And it is able to directly
process continuous attributes. The key issue to process continuous attributes in
NBN classifier is conditional density estimation. At present, two major methods are
used to estimate conditional density. One is to estimate attribute conditional density
by means of Gaussian function. There may be a large difference between Gaussian
function and practical density function. As a result, classification accurateness of
classifier is impacted. The other one is to estimate attribute conditional density by
means of Gaussian kernel function, which is apt to lead to over-fitting of examples.
Thus, generalization capacity of classifier is also reduced.

In this paper, index system of higher education quality evaluation is developed
from three perspectives, information transmission, process control and strategy of
higher education. Classifier model of mint-hierarchical naïve Bayesian network
(MHNBN for short) is established in accordance with practical conditions and de-
mand of higher education quality evaluation. In order to avoid over-fitting of the
examples which may be caused by attribute condition density estimation by Gaus-
sian kernel function, the shape parameters are introduced into the Gaussian kernel
function, and the classification and identification accuracy of the classifier is im-
proved through optimization of the shape parameters.

2. Problem description

Higher education evaluation index system is established. Then MHNBN classifier
is able to be established in combination with index system and example data. And
higher education evaluation is performed on the basis of MHNBN classifier.

2.1. Higher education evaluation index system

The index system is the prerequisite for higher education evaluation. A three-
level index system of higher education evaluation is established in accordance with
educational cybernetics, systematic science principles, higher education mechanism
and so on. The index system may be expanded hierarchically in accordance with
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practical demand.
(1) First-level index. Higher education (C) is divided into 4 grades, grade A

(excellent), grade B (good), grade C (average) and grade D (bad).
(2) Second-level index. Second-level indexes subordinate to higher education

include classroom information transmission (X1), higher education control (X2) and
higher education strategy (X3). They are all divided into three grades, grade A
(good), grade B (average) and grade C (bad).

(3) Third-level index. Third-level indexes subordinate to classroom information
transmission include information transmission from teachers to students (X11), se-
mantic information transmission (X12), pragmatic information transmission (X13),
information transmission from students to teachers, feed-forward information (X15)
and feed-backward information (X16).

Third-level indexes subordinate to higher education control include knowledge
structure control (concept (X21), rule (X22) and problem solving (X23)), cognitive
structure control (cognitive operation (X24), impetus supply (X25), cognition strat-
egy (X26), method control (process control (X27) and random control (X27).

Third-level indexes subordinate to higher education strategy include teaching-
based higher education (X31), enlightenment-based higher education (X32), deduction-
based higher education (X33), summarization-based higher education (X34), and
backtracking-based higher education (X35).

2.2. Classifier mode of higher education evaluation

According to the higher education evaluation index system above, two levels of
MHNBN classifier structure can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 1.

 

  
Fig. 1. MHNBN classifier structure used for higher education evaluation

Parameters are estimated on the basis of classifier structure and example data
in a way that obtains MHNBN classifier used for higher education evaluation and
inputs the latest information about higher education. Level of higher education can
be obtained through classification operation.
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3. Bayesian Higher Education Evaluation Based on
Credibility of Mutual Information

3.1. Naive Bayesian classification

In NB classification, probability of type subordinate to sample is determined
through posterior probability calculation. The basic idea is to estimate type of new
sample by means of combined probability of attribute and type and on the basis of
Bayesian equation and simplified assumption of probability theory.

Bayesian equation: Assume A1, A2, · · · , An are a group of mutually incompatible
events, when event B can only occur with one of such events at a time, equation (1)
is workable, namely

P (Ai|B) =
P (B|Ai)P (Ai)

P (B)
=

P (B|Ai)P (Ai)
n∑

i=1

P (B|Ai)P (Ai)
. (1)

Where
P (Ci|X) =

P (X|Ci)P (Ci)
P (X)

. (2)

P (X|Ci) =
n∏

j=1

P (xj|Ci) . (3)

P (xj |Ci) is obtained from training set estimation. If Aj is classification attribute,
P (xj |Ci) is equal to the proportion that attribute Aj is equal to xj in training sample
of type Ci.

3.2. Bayesian classification algorithm improved by mutual
information

From a theoretical analysis, classification accuracy of Naive Bayes is higher than
that of other classification algorithms such as decision tree and SVM. However, in
terms of Bayesian classification model, different role of different attribute is not
considered during sample classification. Attributes of redundant data will increase
dimensionality of data, increase classification calculation, bring about noise impact
and make classification accuracy lower [2]. On the basis of this case, there are algo-
rithms for characteristics selection before classification. There are many commonly
used methods for characteristics selection. However, in all of them, only the maxi-
mum of the sum of the relevancy between characteristic attribute A and each type
Ci(1 ≤ i ≤ m) is considered but this maximum is not able to be used to fully mea-
sure significance of each characteristic attribute A in classification. It shall also be
considered whether the maximum measure of the relevancy between attribute A and
type Ci(1 ≤ i ≤ m) is significantly larger than the measure of the relevancy between
that such attribute and other types Cj(1 ≤ j ≤ m, i 6= j). That is, distribution
of MI(Ai, Cj) shall be considered. Otherwise, even though maximum relevancy is
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large, when there is high relevancy between such characteristic attribute and other
types, such characteristic attribute may play a small role in classification, which
means it is not suitable for classification.

In view of this, with respect to concept of credibility in references of this paper,
the method of characteristic selection based on the relative credibility of mutual
information is proposed. The relative credibility is defined as follows:

R =
MI1 −MI2

MI2
. (4)

Where

MI =MI(A;Cj) =

n∑
i=1

p(ai, Cj)log2
p(ai, Cj)

p(ai)p(Cj)
(5)

In the equation, n is number of values of attribute A, m is number of types
(1 ≤ j ≤ m), MI1 is maximum of mutual information between attribute A and
types, and MI2 is the second maximum of mutual information between attribute
A and types. Higher value of (MI1 −MI2) means bigger role of attribute A in
classification and higher relative credibility. MI2 serves as denominator in order to
define relative reliability as a dimensionless relative value.

The relative reliability R is introduced into the Bayesian algorithm as an attribute
weight so as to obtain the improved NB algorithm:

P (Ci|X) = argmaxP (Ci)

K∏
j=1

RjP (xj|Ci) . (6)

3.3. Algorithm implementation steps

Step 1: Original travel data are preprocessed, such as discretization and null
value processing.

Step 2: For the training samples, the relative credibility Ri(1 ≤ i ≤ N) of
each attribute Ai in classification is calculated by the formula (4). Ri is arranged
from high to low, the first K attributes are selected as the optimal attributes, and
(N −K) attributes arranged behind are deleted so as to obtain a new attribute set
B = {B1, B2, · · · , BK} after characteristic selection. K, an artificial predetermined
integer, serves as the number of selected characteristic attributes.

Step 3: P (Ci) = Si/S is calculated by statistical approach. Si is number of
samples of type Ci. P (Ci) stands for probability where sample of type (Ci) occurs
in sample set.

Step 4: For optimal attribute set BK obtained in step 2, conditional probability

P (X|Ci) =
k∏

j=1

P (xj|Ci) of each attribute BK is calculated. P (xj |Ci) is equal to

the probability that attribute Bj is equal to xj in training sample of type Cj .
Step 5: The relative credibility R based on mutual information is used as a weight
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to carry out Bayesian classification:

P (Ci|X) = argmaxP (Ci)

K∏
j=1

RjP (xj|Ci) .

3.4. Structure of self-organizing neural network model

 

  Fig. 2. Structure of self-organizing neural network model

Self-organizing neural network model is a multi-layer tree structure composed of
input layer and competitive layer (ie output layer) [4]. Each input node of this model
is associated with all neural trees and nodes by weight W, so as to reduce nonlinear
dimensionality of input data. When the input maps to nodes of the same tree, the
topological invariance is maintained. The number of neurons in the input layer is
the number of rows or columns of the fuzzy similarity matrix (that is, the number
of samples in the sample set), as shown in Fig. 2. By learning input iteratively, this
structure can capture the mode characteristics contained in each input mode, self-
organize them, and present the classification results at the competitive layer. When
the network accepts a similar input with a memorized mode, the network recalls this
mode and correctly classifies it. For a mode that does not exist in network memory,
the self-organizing neural network memorizes this new mode on the premise that
existing memory is not impacted.

Model learning samples consist of samples with N classification indexes. Assume
these dots in N -dimensional space are obviously of the same type or some samples
with similar characteristics are close in N -dimensional space, these close samples
will constitute one type, which forms one cluster in N -dimensional space. When
input samples respectively belong to more than one type, N -dimensional space will
be characterized by multi-clustered distribution. Each cluster stands for one type.
Center of cluster is exactly center of type clustering. The distance between samples
of the same type and center of such type clustering shall be small. Such distance
can be measured with Euclidean distance:

Dj =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

(xi −Wij)
2
. (7)
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Where: xi is classification index, Wij is center of clustering of the jth dynamic
type, and Dj is Euclidean distance.

Self-organizing neural learning algorithm does not require teacher signals and
judges type of sample with Euclidean distance from sample to center of clustering.
Steps of the algorithm are as follows:

Step 1: Threshold β is given and used to control roughness of classification.
Higher β means rougher classification and a smaller number of types. Smaller β
means refined classification and a larger number of types. Thus, trial calculation
shall be performed for β to determine as the case may be.

Step 2: Assume number of original neurons at input layer is 1(namely j=1), one
learning sample is randomly selected so as to assign connection weight as an initial
value.

Step 3: One new learning sample is input. Euclidean distance Dj between it and
center of clustering Wij of each dynamic type is calculated.

Step 4: The output neuron with the smallest Euclidean distance D wins the
competition:

D∗j = min {Dj} . (8)

Step 5: In case D∗j < β, the current input sample is deemed to belong to the
dynamic type represented by the output neuron, and the connection weight Wij is
adjusted as follows:

W ′ij = (xi −Wij)/hj . (9)

Where: W ′ij is adjusted value of Wij , hj is number of current samples of the jth
dynamic type. Then step 3) is reached.

Step 6: In case D∗j ≥ β, such output neuron wins the competition. However,
current input sample cannot be deemed to belong to the dynamic type represented
by such output neuron and shall belong to a new type. Thus, output neurons shall
be increased by one j = j + 1, which stands for a new dynamic type. Such input
sample serves as initial value of Wi(j+1). Then step 3 is reached.

Step 7: A cycle goes on in this way until all samples have been learned. Number
of output neurons of network model is that of types of all samples in the end.
Connection weight is value of center of clustering of dynamic types.

The said learning algorithm shows that self-organizing neural network is charac-
terized by plasticity and self-organization. Besides, network learning and training
process is exactly process of dynamic classification for measured data. Network
model, established after training is completed, is classification model. When new
measured data are obtained, the network model can be input. And the dynamic
type, which is represented by neuron at the output layer and wins the final compe-
tition, is the type to which the sample belongs. This is the dynamic identification
process of the new data in the model.
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4. Experimental analysis

4.1. Standard index test

Hardware parameters: processor i7-6800HQ, internal storage 6G ddr3-1600, sys-
tem win7 Ultimate. Algorithms are compared so as to select BP neural network
algorithm. Samples in test set are respectively input to self-organizing neural net-
work model and BP neural network model so as to perform simulation test and
output error sum, root-mean-square error and error percentage of two model tests,
as shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3. 

   

 

 

 

  

Fig.3. 

   

 

 

 

  
(a) Prediction Error of BP Neural Network (b) Prediction Error of Self-organizing

Neural Network

Fig. 3. Prediction error comparison

As seen from the data of Fig. 3, performance of self-organizing neural network
algorithm is about 25% higher than that of BP neural network algorithm in term of
the index error sum. This shows the performance advantage of self-organizing neural
network in evaluation. The proposed self-organizing neural network algorithm is
superior to BP neural network algorithm in terms of fitting with real expectation
curve, and its prediction error is lower.

Table 1. Results of experimental comparison

Test set Index Literature[13] Literature[14] Literature[15] ODSDC

PKU
Accuracy 86.3% 88.5% 93.4% 96.7%

Recall rate 75.6% 81.4% 91.5% 95.4%
F measured value 80.6% 84.9% 92.4% 96.0%

Sogou
Accuracy 84.3% 89.7% 92.5% 95.8%

Recall rate 85.2% 83.4% 93.6% 97.8%
F measured value 84.7% 86.4% 93.0% 96.8%

FD
Accuracy 89.6% 93.4% 95.9% 98.1%

Recall rate 82.3% 85.4% 90.5% 92.3%
F measured value 85.8% 889.2% 93.1% 95.1%
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Algorithms are compared so as to select literature [13 to 15]. In literature [13],
nonnegative tensors are decomposed for large-domain knowledge corpus so as to
match with ontology concept domain knowledge. In literature [14], domain knowl-
edge classification technique is designed on the basis of data set in ontology dia-
gram. These two algorithms are designed for non-domain knowledge. In literature
[15] based on classification method for apparent domain knowledge and potential
Chinese domain knowledge, the algorithm is especially aimed at Chinese domain
knowledge classification. Threshold θ = 0 and Table 1 shows results of experimental
comparison.

It can be learned from Table 1 Results of Experimental Comparison that the
ODSDC algorithm is superior to the contrast algorithm in indexes, accuracy of
Chinese domain knowledge classification, recall rate and F measured value, in com-
parison with literatures [13–15]. Algorithms designed in literatures [13, 14] are
respectively aimed at domain knowledge and ontology diagram. Thus, effects of
their application to Chinese domain knowledge classification are not ideal. In liter-
ature [15], algorithm is designed for Chinese corpus. Thus, its algorithm effects are
superior to those in literatures [13 and 14] but inferior to ODSDC algorithm.

4.2. Results of higher education evaluation

In order to verify the superiority of the quality evaluation model of remote higher
education based on Bayesian self-organizing neural network, higher education quality
evaluation models of literatures [3, 5 and 10] are selected for a contrast experiment.
Fig.4 and 5 show their experimental results. From Fig. 4 and 5, it can be seen that,
compared with the quality evaluation of current typical remote higher education,
remote higher education quality evaluation based on Bayesian self-organizing neural
network is more accurate and more reliable. A superior quality evaluation model for
remote higher education is established.

 

  
Fig. 4. Results of higher education quality evaluation
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 Fig. 5. Estimated deviation in higher education quality

5. Conclusion

In this paper, quality evaluation model for remote higher education, based on
Bayesian self-organizing neural network, is proposed. In accordance with the defect
that quality evaluation indexes of remote higher education are numerous, higher ed-
ucation evaluation index system is established. Then Bayesian self-organizing neural
network classifier is able to be established in combination with index system and ex-
ample data. And higher education evaluation is performed on the basis of Bayesian
self-organizing neural network classifier. Next, for knowledge, which is improved
on the basis that conventional Bayesian classification algorithm is insufficient and
where mutual information is applied, characteristics are selected by means of rela-
tive credibility so as to delete redundant attributes in a way that obtains improved
Bayesian algorithm and improves algorithm performance.
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